CASE STUDY

Evolution of Business Intelligence at UCI

Push Intelligence

lots of dashboards
unstructured data
departmental data sources
departmental BI tools
only spreadsheets

Abstract

Organization
UC Irvine Health comprises the
research enterprises of the

organization through a number of evolutionary steps over the past

Patients can access UC Irvine
healthcare analytics.

California. UC Irvine Medical
hospital providing tertiary and

At a glance
Challenges
years resulted in a powerful analytics capability but a reporting
challenge.

health and rehabilitation. It is the
primary teaching location for UC
Irvine School of Medicine.

• Too many dashboards in the organization for users to consume.

UC Irvine Health Stats

• Analytics team overwhelmed with too many requests for
reporting.
• Users had no way to know when critical data changes.
• Too many emails and attachments going around discussing
data.
What they wanted to do
• Bring together in one framework all their business intelligence
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• Provide a personalized view into the data to all their executives
and administrators.
• Push daily emails and alerts to users telling them when critical

•
• Informatics Solutions Architect
experience

What they did
• Implemented Metric Insights with connectors to existing BI tools

Informatics Association
• HIMSS Innovation Committee
member

• Provided a personalized view to executives and administrators
of only the data they care about.
• Provide daily digest emails and alerts to enable users to know

Presenter

Case Study

of healthcare analytics.
UC Irvine has implemented a number of technologies to provide leading edge analysis of its
healthcare data.
Data tools

the vendors product.
• MS-SQL Server

• Hortonworks Hadoop
Hortonworks Hadoop was implemented as a centralized data warehouse to store all UC
Irvine Health’s data.
• MongoDB

Challenge

Solution
UCI implemented Metric Insights Push Intelligence Platform. Key Performance Indicators from
each data source were pulled into Metric Insights. Users could subscribe to the key metrics
they cared about and be alerted when those metrics changed in a way that required attention.

• Replication of EMR Data

• Sensor data
• EMR data
• Home data
• Readmission Rate data

• Predictive models of 30 day readmits
• Patient surveillance analytics

Business Intelligence Tools

• Excel
amount of their time formatting excel and producing reports. This was a labor intensive
process.
• Tableau Desktop + Excel
UCI purchase a number of Tableau desktop licenses. This greatly enhanced their ability
to do data discovery and ad hoc analysis.
• Tableau Server + native data connectors to MS SQL and Hadoop
Hadoop data sources. The company was able to do enhanced reporting and data
discover directly from the native data sources in their organization.
•
•
•
Performance Dashboards
Departmental Dashboards

Challenge

users know when the data they cared about changed critically.
Solution
UCI implemented Metric Insights’ Push Intelligence for Tableau solution. Metric Insights
relevant Tableau dashboard when there is critical change in the data.

DATA
SOURCES
• Report Image
• Metric Data

to Tableau Dashboard

KPIs
• Data-Driven Alerting
• Enterprise Email Bursting
• Collaboration

Push Intelligence for Tableau extends this core functionality in ways that proactively alert users
to key changes that are occurring within their Tableau environment.
change in data or when a metric passes a certain threshold. The following image shows an
example of receiving alerts when the data has changed more than two standard deviations
from the moving average. Metric Insights tracks data change against multiple criteria including

sent when data
point goes out of
bounds
The following Pulmonary Dashboard illustrates the power of Tableau Software combined with
discovery.

Alerts from
metrics in
underlying
dropdowns

Alerting

Conclusion

Metric Insights to provide a layer bringing all those data sources and applications into a single
framework that makes it easy for users to receive data that is critical to their job function..
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